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improvements over the past decade have not shown
any impactful population wide results.
Method: Reviewed were relevant 2021-2022 research
and review articles specifically pertaining to what is
being observed currently by researchers as far as
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appears a clinically important role for depression in
some osteoarthritis cases cannot be ruled out. It
further appears that if detected and addressed early
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may yet be enabled to lead a quality life, rather than a
distressing and excessively impaired state of being.

Abstract

Those older osteoarthritis cases requiring surgery

Background: Osteoarthritis, a serious joint disease,

who suffer from concomitant depressive symptoms

said to represent a generally declining state of

are likely to be disadvantaged in the absence of

wellbeing and function among many older adults has

efforts to treat and identify this psychosocial disease

been shown to be affected to a considerable degree by

correlate.

various negative beliefs and inactions rather than

Conclusion: Providers and researchers are encour-

degradation alone.

aged to pursue this line of inquiry and begin to map

Aim: This review examines the case of depression as

clinical osteoarthritis measures with those that can

this pertains to the older adult with osteoarthritis of

track cognitive patterns, musculoskeletal, features and

one or more joints. Specifically, the most up to date

inflammatory reactions along with valid depression

information on this topic was sought, as care

indicators among carefully selected osteoarthritis sub
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groups.

[eg., 3] or as well defined cases of either early or moderate

Background

osteoarthritis of any joint except the knee. Others

It is well established that among the many health
challenges that appear to inflict older adults more readily
than younger adults, those who develop or suffer from
painful disabling osteoarthritis of one or more joints may
react by acquiring various symptoms of depression, an
important correlate of disability in older adults in its own
right, in addition to all the challenging symptoms of this
painful

commonly

progressive

biomechanical

joint

disease [1]. However, even though the onset and trajectory

of depression in this instance can possibly be averted in
efforts to prevent excess functional disability and
hardship, until recently, the overall evidence base that

examined samples of osteoarthritis cases alongside cases
of inflammatory arthritis or other comorbid conditions
associated with depression, or rendered conclusions

based on pre-collected historical data [4], where deductions were made retrospectively or based on regression
models of baseline data rather than actual observations
[5]. Moreover, the joints studied and their diverse degrees
of pathology within and across studies plus discrepant
inclusion and exclusion criteria, along with differential
modes of assessing osteoarthritis severity, as well as
depressive symptom duration and severity, generally
precluded any meaningful synthesis.

prevails on the topic of osteoarthritis has shown very little

As a result of a possible belief osteoarthritis is not

evidence of any concerted effort to either study or

a psychosocial disease, among other factors, for example,

intervene upon this potentially highly relevant disease

lack of funding support, what remains is a reasonably

correlate.

sparse fragmented data base if we consider all the other

At the same time, even less evidence of a need to
examine potential remedies in this regard appears to
prevail. Indeed, even as recently as 2021, a review of the
literature in that year truly failed to mention the distinct
category of depression, even though multiple other
osteoarthritis

research

and

clinical

topics

were

highlighted [2]. In 2022, as conducted June 9, a yearly
review on PUBMED showed the use of the term
‘osteoarthritis’ yielded 8433 posted articles and only 167
were categorized as being associated in some way with the
presence of or impact of depression, when compared to
the role of medications with 3800 citations and 496

articles referring to pain.
In addition, even though rates of osteoarthritis
topical studies involving depression have increased since
2015, as with those published in the past, several current
citations when scanned clearly fail to examine the
relationship between depression and its collective impact

on the older adult diagnosed as having osteoarthritis to
any high degree. In addition, cohorts in some studies could
not be readily classified as being older adults [65 years >]

themes explored systematically and comprehensively over
the same time period. What still remains unclear is how
many older adults do actually suffer from a depressed
mood due to osteoarthritis, plus the actual relationships
and importance of addressing depression in the specific
context of varying osteoarthritis symptoms and disease

stages and joints, rather than pursuing a more standard
and total reliance on a uni-dimensional biomechanical
disease perspective that has clearly not borne sufficient
‘fruit’. Additionally, even when assessed empirically,
depression oriented survey instruments differ, as do
their cut-off points, and mechanisms of summation and
interpretation. Hence what is needed, and what might be
done to avert or minimize the emergence of depressive
symptoms

in

tandem

with

other

osteoarthritis

intervention approaches remains largely speculative at
best.
Given that osteoarthritis, the most common form
of arthritis, is largely irreversible and that older people are
more likely than younger persons to suffer from this
condition, and the more severe the disease, and more
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rapid its progression, the greater the likelihood of

in the context of clinical practice recommendations, the

acquiring reactive depression [5], the goal of this report

author’s purpose was to provide a firm rationale for

was to examine the strength and quality of the current

supporting continuing efforts in this regard.

evidence

base

concerning

any

linkages

between

Accordingly, in the first section of this work, some

depressive symptoms and osteoarthritis pathology that

current findings concerning the topic of osteoarthritis and

warrant more careful attention, especially that which has

depression and its observed linkage and implications are

emerged in the past year, and to reflect on some past work

presented. The work concludes by summarizing the key

in this area in order to arrive at some appropriate

findings from these data and by providing related

recommendations for advancing clinical practice in this

guidelines for clinical practice and future research

area. The unrelenting personal and societal burden

endeavors.

imposed by osteoarthritis among the older population, the
multiple negative impacts on adults with osteoarthritis as
a result of COVID-19 pandemic restrictions, and the
ill-effects of excess body weight, and narcotic and other
medications on overall wellbeing in this condition that
persist can be hypothesized to render the role of
depression in the osteoarthritis disease cycle more
important than ever in the older adult population [6]. As

such, this review elected to focus specifically on examining
the current data in this regard and whether a need exists

Methods

The desired information was compiled from an
extensive review of the English language literature
embedded in the PUBMED over the past year, as well as
selected articles published since 1980. The goal was to
provide a comprehensive overview of this topic that might
be noteworthy in efforts to foster healthy aging. Using the
keywords: Osteoarthritis and Depression, alone or in
combination the following were located as of June 9, 2022

for more research and clinical efforts to address, avert, or

Additional relevant materials published in the

ameliorate any prevailing symptoms of depression in the

English language as full length articles and covering the

context of osteoarthritis care. To this end, this review

years 2000-2020 were also scanned, as were bibliographic

describes:

resources if they pertained to the present topic.

•

Some selected findings concerning osteoarthritis and

however, by excluding studies detailing the link between

depression.
•

The implications of the current research for improving
practice.
It was felt this information would be consistent

with the need for continuing efforts to broaden our

knowledge

base

The search, conducted by the author, was limited

concerning

factors

that

impact

osteoarthritis disability, particularly as this occurs among
older adults. The information was also deemed consistent
with the goal of identifying what prevention/intervention
strategies other than those currently considered standard
practices might prove efficacious in the future for
maximizing the affected individuals’ functional status and
overall life quality, while minimizing the extent of the
anticipated disease progression. Commonly a neglected
area of therapeutic concern, and often not even mentioned

depression and many other health issues such as
rheumatoid arthritis, conference abstracts, preprints,
studies on depression in the context of prosthetic implant
surgery, adolescent based studies, intervention studies,
and those that did not directly address the current topic.
All forms of report were deemed acceptable though if they
appeared to address one or more items of present interest,
and only a narrative overview of what has emerged to date
is provided. Even though the current review does not
discuss or analyze the nature of the varied experimental
and review report approaches studied in detail, nor the

metabolic and pain pathways and others associated with
osteoarthritis and depression, this current review chose to
accept the face value of the various experiments and
reports that constitute the prevailing body of peer
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reviewed

research

posted

in

the

world’s

most

occurring over short time periods. While no moderating

comprehensive database as of June 2022, as well as their

effect for any positive affect-pain association was found,

conclusions.

the presence of depressive symptoms, which correlated

Emphasis was placed on examining current

with

pain

variability

as well

as negative affect,

articles published between June 2021-2022 so as to

led the authors to conclude that previous work on the

establish the state of the art in this regard, given that

relationship of chronic pain and global depressive

improvements in osteoarthritis care may have emerged

symptoms are valid for explaining short term and

recently and impacted the findings that predate this

momentary osteoarthritis pain experiences. How many

period. These data were then compared to and discussed

subjects had clinically verifiable depression, the accuracy

in light of former research in this area.

of the pain estimates, and how severe or protracted this
was, was not clearly established, however.

Results
Over time, a cursory overview of PUBMED, the
world’s

leading

and

most

comprehensive

medical

repository shows the combined topic of osteoarthritis and
depression emerged as a theme on its data base in 1954
and since then has slowly been increasing to reach 1967
items as of June 2022. Of these are 202 clinical trials, 171
randomized trials, and 34 meta analyses of which only one

directly addresses depression and was published in 2016.
Yet, even though the rate of publications has
increased quite substantively in the past two years in
particular, many gaps remain with few well-informed
empirically validated intervention solutions and almost no
uniform study design, and assessment procedures.

Nonetheless, among the 167 currently listed studies as of
June 9, 2022, one noteworthy study is that by
Parmelee et al. [7] who sought to examine the main and
moderating effects of global depressive symptoms upon in
-the-moment associations of pain and affect among
individuals with

knee osteoarthritis (N=325) who

completed a baseline interview tapping global depressive
symptoms showed the construct of global depression as
measured in the study predicted current pain, as well as
both positive and negative emotional affect, in addition to
changes in pain and affect over a 3-8 hour period. This
observed association between the measures made of pain
and negative affect was stronger in those cases who

documented higher rates of depressive symptoms as far as
both momentary pain experiences, as well as those

As identified though in an article designed to

examine correlations between pain severity and levels of
anxiety and depression in adults with osteoarthritis
patients, Fonseca-Rodrigues et al. [8] using four databases
from inception up to 14 January 2020 including 12
original articles and 121 studies, with a total of 38 085
participants, mean age 64.3 years old showed a moderate
positive correlation between pain severity and depressive
symptoms

that

cannot

be

readily

overlooked.

In

addition, Schepman et al. [9] who employed a nationally
representative survey to generate data concluded that
cases reporting moderate to severe pain on a daily basis
often exhibited signs of depression, while Furlough et al.
[10] found a correlation between osteoarthritis disease

duration and depression symptoms in cases with either
hip or knee osteoarthritis. Barowsky et al. [11] show that
osteoarthritis and major depression appear to share
common

genetic

risk

mechanisms, one

of which

centers on the neural response to the sensation of
mechanical stimulus that should be explored further. As
well, this research points to the strong impact of
depression on the health status and general condition of
the adult with osteoarthritis, that occurs more often in the
case where the adult feels helpless and unconfident [12],
and may induce a deleterious impact on management in
general, as well as on surgery outcomes where this is
needed [3, 13].
In fact several papers stress a highly negative role
for pre surgical depression as this impacts the extent of
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recovery post joint replacement surgery significantly

As noted by Jeong et al. [24] adults with arthritis

and predictably [14], even if the affected adult is not

who become worse or stay the same over time are more

considered at all ‘old’ [12]. As well, those suffering from a

likely than not to develop depressive symptoms than those

long standing or chronic major depressive disorder [11]

who are disease free, regardless of cohort studied, or

may encounter an unrelenting cycle of pain and disability

younger age [25]. Therefore, even if not associated with

rather than any simple unidirectional cause effect

pain exacerbations [26], timely mental health evaluations

association [15]. Other research shows that delaying the

and appropriate management interventions are highly

opportunity to intervene on the presence of depression

recommended for those patients with arthritis who do not

regardless of cause or type is likely to do more harm than

improve or who undergo changes in their disease status,

good in as many as 50 percent or more of osteoarthritis

as well as those who desire their clients to experience a

cases

any

high rather than a low life quality [27]. More specifically,

cumulative or perceived discrimination prevail [2, 5].

as per Rathburn et al. [28] depression interventions if

Those cases who present with comorbid insomnia [12] or

required or indicated could be optimized by targeting the

a newly diagnosed joint lesion may be especially

specific symptomology that these subtypes exhibit.

[16],

especially

where

perceptions

of

vulnerable [17].

As well, efforts that focus on this high risk group

Wang and Ni [18] concluded that depression, one

as far as increasing functional exercise, positive social

of the most common comorbidities in people with

interactions and support, and lower limb muscle strength

osteoarthritis is important because it clearly affects

training could help towards addressing both depression

patient prognosis and quality of life, plus the overall

[29] along with other physical health and mental health

disease burden. Moreover, it is a key contributor to pain,

risks [30] even if quite recent data fail to include

poorer health status and life quality, productivity and

depression among the personal modifiable risk factors for

activity impairments. In addition, the presence of

osteoarthritis disability or any osteoarthritis phenotype

depression, often linked to pain, and more evident in the

[eg., 31, 32], even though this common psychological

face of severe pain [19, 20] may increase the risk for

attribute of suffering cannot be discounted. The role of the

restless sleep among cases with osteoarthritis of the knee

provider in this regard, which appears of key import [18]

[21], and according to Furlough et al. [10] many reports

is also not widely highlighted. In addition, the fact that one

state that osteoarthritis, the most common joint disease,

or more forms of long standing clinical depression can

often produces lengthy periods of chronically intractable

induce several chronic health conditions that might

joint stiffness and swelling, as well as multiple functional,

predispose to joint derangement, as well as detrimental

social, occupational, and emotional challenges and

post operative outcomes has been poorly studied.

restrictions, as well as feelings of depression that flow

Regardless of depression category and its origin, a wealth

from this [19, 20]. Depressive presence may also impact

of research predicts unrelieved feeling of depression, may

surgical outcomes negatively [6], as well as sleep

not only be expected to foster negative health and life

disturbances, overweight or obesity, pain, plus the

quality outcomes, but may be especially harmful if this

presence of comorbid health conditions [22], hence

engenders a predictable increase in central nervous

surgeons and others have been increasingly encouraged

system sensitivity to incoming neural stimuli among cases

not to neglect to screen for any undue depressive

with intractable osteoarthritis that is found to have the

manifestations

[23],

potential to greatly amplify the pain experience of the

especially in light of the possible associations between a

depressed individual [33, 34], even if the actual extent of

subject’s psychological profile and their somatosensory

joint pathology itself is not striking. Similarly, even if

function and brain structure [30].

receiving prompt medical care, a negative set of provider

in

their

osteoarthritis

clients
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beliefs concerning osteoarthritis, can be expected to

primary caregiver to take the time to examine the

heighten the risk of acquiring persistent and incremental

personal situations facing their older clients who may be

feelings of depression or helplessness as well as negative

experiencing or exhibiting depressive symptoms, and

patient beliefs that are not commensurate with the

intervening

prevailing degree of osteoarthritis joint damage, but which

discovering any presiding or probable risk of incurring

the sufferer feels unable to deal with or alleviate. At the

these symptoms, may be expected to not only assist in

same time, even if only moderate, the prevailing state of

alleviating immense degrees of suffering due to pain in

joint pathology can be expected to worsen over time, along

this sub group, but impairments due to excess stiffness,

with an increase in adverse reactions to any persistent

low levels of vitality, excess fatigue and lack of motivation.

impairments and possible spread of the disease to other

Moreover, research strongly supports the likelihood of

joints, along with a low life quality, and an increased need

better patient outcomes if patients feel more optimistic

for more radical rather than conservative intervention

than not, and believe they can care for themselves

approaches [36] and worse than anticipated outcomes of

successfully, and discussions about any unrealistic

function [37].

expectations and the importance of maximizing mental

As a result, there can be no question as to whether
averting rather than unravelling this cycle of deleterious

thoughtfully

and

empathetically

upon

health and avoiding distress are forthcoming [38, 39].
Discussion

interactive health events and examining what specific

In the struggle for practitioners and patients to

interventions may be most beneficial to the individual

achieve successful osteoarthritis outcomes, as outlined

patient with this condition is likely to be strongly

above, psychological attributes such as feelings of

warranted in most older adults suffering from advanced

depression are undoubtedly a highly salient explanatory

osteoarthritis. Unfortunately, even though more than 80

factor of excess osteoarthritis disease manifestations and

percent of this older osteoarthritis population may be in

severity and a lower than desirable life quality [39]. In this

constant pain and have difficulty in accomplishing

regard, prior and current literature describing the

everyday tasks, current treatment approaches often fail to

prevalence and

mitigate this, as evidenced by persistent high rates of joint

symptoms among older adults with osteoarthritis,

replacement surgery and evidence of substantive pre

supports a role for the idea of preventing or treating the

surgical depressive symptoms [37], and in many cases

presence of depression in a population even though the

associated feelings of sadness, loss of interest and pleasure

key

in daily activities [36] even when surgery is successfully

commonly accepted as a physical one. As such, it appears

enacted.

that ignoring the presence of any co occurring mood
Fortunately, depression can be reasonably well

diagnosed

by

taking

history,

for

osteoarthritis

is

disorder or reactive depression can no longer be

applying one or more validated scales to examine if indeed

ameliorate or avert severe disabling osteoarthritis among

the individual is depressed, and if so, how severe the

a fair percentage of the older population. As shown by

condition is. It can be treated to some effect by efforts to

Taveres et al. [40] who advocated treating multiple neural

minimize

and

targets especially in the case of the older adult suffering

inflammation by employing counselling, psychotherapy,

from osteoarthritis with intractable pain, this approach is

medications, cognitive behavioural therapy, exercise, and

likely to help improve rather than hinder the affected

social support among other approaches. Treating any

adult’s sleep and activity practices, morale, anxiety, and

prevailing comorbid conditions, while enhancing coping

self efficacy for coping with their osteoarthritis disability,

skills may also be beneficial.

while raising their self-worth. Moreover, since the patient’s

unrelenting

and

explanation

considered a dispensable consideration in efforts to

chronic

careful

of co-occurring depressive

by

stress,

a

pathological

impact

pain

Indeed, the proactive willingness and desire of the

negative perceptions and reactions to their impairment
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may reinforce pain, efforts to mitigate persistent

well, and in the context of osteoarthritis, a disease

feelings of distress also predict fewer coping challenges,

frequently associated with obesity and cardiovascular

inflammatory responses, excess medication needs, excess

problems including diabetes [41], those with functional

eating or appetite losses, plus increased chances of

impairments

acquiring or exacerbating an array of co existing

high levels of non-compliant behaviors, activity avoidance,

physical illnesses, memory challenges, weakness, social

catastrophizing, and passive coping styles [43], plus higher

implications and an excess need for existing health

levels of psychopathology than non-distressed controls

services.

[44, 45], especially in cases with marked joint destruction
Unfortunately, although a scan of the currently

and

depression

[42]

may

exhibit

and poor walking ability [46].

available data show the presence of unwanted depressive

These potentially modifiable disease associated

symptoms appears to be present quite commonly in many

factors not only predict future depression and/or pain

older adults diagnosed as having osteoarthritis especially

onset

among those cases requiring total joint replacement

delayed outcomes following either hip or knee total joint

surgery, showing the degree of depression is substantial in

replacement surgery [40]. Moreover, they may explain why

many cases, very few articles to date have tested the idea

those with generalized osteoarthritis suffer more losses in

of preventing this state, which tends to persist in many

leisure time activity performance than controls [49], and

post surgical cases. Moreover, little attention appears to be

why they exhibit greater rates of disease-associated

directed to the fact older adults may already be suffering

consequences with relatively lower health than those with

from long standing trait based depression, rather than

knee or hip problems alone [50], along with greater

reactive depression, or both, and multiple co existing

disability, a reduced ability to cope, further depression,

illnesses associated with depression. At the same time,

and more pain (p<.05) [51, 52].

even if treatable, unless sought by the provider, emotional

or

At

worsening

the

same

[47,

48],

time,

but

those

adverse

or

experiencing

attributes such as depression may be overlooked due to

psychological distress may be less motivated towards

false beliefs stemming from the mythology that nothing

self-care, as well as less optimistic about engaging in

can be done for osteoarthritis, that osteoarthritis is a

treatments deemed crucial for minimizing their disability

biomechanical disease, not a psychosocial disease, or that

such as exercise [53, 54], and may yet have a lower life

mental health issues are highly stigmatized in society, thus

quality, higher pain and body mass scores plus more

not put forth by the patient proactively, and are thus not

stiffness than desirable in spite of receiving a surgical joint

reported. Yet, current data reveal that the caregiver should

replacement to counter this [13, 54].

be suspicious in this regard especially if their clients
seek help more often than anticipated, and describe an
increase

in

sleep

disturbances,

activity

avoidance

practices, a low sense of morale, anxiety, and diminished
self efficacy for coping with their disability, plus a low
self-worth and persistent feelings of distress, and fatigue.
Those who exhibit excessive inflammatory responses,
excess medication needs, excess eating or appetite losses
should also be more carefully evaluated in efforts to

reduce reliance on harmful medications and existing
health services, while aiming to foster a high rather than a
low life quality plus a strong degree of satisfaction [40]. As

In any event, current research as well as multiple
observations carried out over the past 40 years among a

fairly representative sample of osteoarthritis cases have
specifically shown a relationship to exist between
depression and osteoarthritis, including less effective
cognitive coping strategies [55] that would strongly
support the possible added value of improved routine
efforts to identify, study, and treat this psychosocial factor.
Moreover, it seems safe to say older adults with
osteoarthritis and concomitant depression who remain
untreated are more likely to require high doses of pain
relieving medications, as well as more health services than
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those with no depression [56]. They may also have fewer

negative views, those with a family history of psychiatric

social contacts, a poor life quality, and excessively high

problems, those with long standing medical conditions,

body mass indices compared to those osteoarthritis cases

those experiencing prolonged stress, and those with

not experiencing depression [57, 58].

limited resources.

To this end, efforts to impact depression directly,

As per Sanftennerg et al. [58], in light of the

including some form of cognitive behavioral therapy,

finding that most forms of depression can clearly decrease

emotional and social support, plus a combination of

health-related quality of life, while compounding the

adequate nutrition, exercise, stress control strategies,

severe disability experienced by many older adults

weight management, and sleep, plus efforts to minimize

suffering from osteoarthritis, the presence or tendency

inflammation and negative beliefs would all appear

towards any co occurring depression should not be

promising [see Box 1]. Minimizing the extent of any

disregarded or overlooked in the context of health care

comorbid condition, such as cardiovascular disease,

delivery for this patient group that seeks to maximize this,

insofar as these conditions can heighten the risk for excess

as well as health care utilization and costs. In this regard,

feelings of depression can potentially help affected

the application of multi-pronged interventions that

individual’s to experience less pain, and suffering. Finally,

specifically target both pain-related physical as well as

reducing the stigma of depression may be helpful as well,

psychological risk factors that can accompany other

as may addressing any prevailing perceptions of

medical challenges commonly faced by people with

disadvantage rather than omitting to do this. Importantly,

osteoarthritis, such as obesity, sleep apnoea, pain in other

even though poorly studied, or discussed during training

joints [59] pain sensitivity [73], lower levels of brain

of medical providers, it is clear thoughtful patient oriented

derived pain mediators than healthy adults [74], appear

provider approaches are strongly indicated [1].

strongly indicated, and can possibly help allay, rather than

It is also argued that because stress and

heighten fears about undertaking recommended activities

depression are both associated with the development of

or rehabilitation directives, as well as any provider related

later life medical co-morbidities, as well as the possible

confusion [60]. This approach may also encourage

onset and worsening of osteoarthritis pain, disability, and

a more active, rather than a sedentary lifestyle [61], while

poor health, plus possible excess opioid usage [66], very

mitigating non-specific somatic symptoms other than pain,

careful evaluation to tease out the presence of physical

such as fatigue, and sleeplessness that tend to compound

symptoms, versus emotional

by

the extent of any existing health complaints as well as the

interventions such as relaxation, is strongly indicated [67],

overall disease prognosis [62], as well as narcotic usage

and may be especially helpful in reducing osteoarthritis

[75], even if this only minimally measurable [63, 70] and

related disability, among those who are over-anxious and/

needs to be further explored in the future.

or chronically ill. In turn, therapies that foster feelings of

Concluding Remarks

distress,

followed

efficacy and confidence and engage the mental and social

This current overview of an increasingly im-

capacities of the arthritis sufferer are expected to

portant health topic clearly shows that despite more than

positively impact overall well-being, including walking

a century of research, osteoarthritis remains a highly

ability as well as mental health status [68-71]. Educational

prevalent oftentimes progressive chronically disabling

approaches that can foster both a more positive outlook,

health condition affecting one or more joints of the older

as well as an individual's self-management capacity, may

adult and that engenders great suffering that demands

similarly heighten the life quality of the individual

more carefully developed efforts to counter excess joint

osteoarthritic patient who feels sad and distressed,

destruction.

especially those older adults with little social support or

Although long considered a disease that largely
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Box 1. Selected Strategies for Preventing and Treating Osteoarthritis and Depression
and Enhancing Mental and Physical Outcomes and Comfort

*Even though exercise alone may have a beneficial effect on depression symptoms
that is comparable to that of antidepressant treatments, a holistic multi pronged care
and encouraging, empathetic approach is strongly indicated.
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impacts physical functioning quite markedly, even after

contacts.

surgery, the presence of co-occurring depression histories

As such, and even before more confirmatory

or reactive symptoms of depression that are continuing to

research in forthcoming in this realm, we would argue that

be observed at oftentimes high rates among osteoarthritis

sufficient collective and emerging data and clinical

cases requiring surgery, as well as many who may be in the

research observations strongly indicate that among the

early disease stages, strongly suggests that this health

most potent keys to success in regard, may lie in the

variable has been neglected as salient in many cases to

provider’s appreciation that osteoarthritis involves wide

date despite a relative wealth of research implicating

variations in disease manifestation, and many dimensions,

depression in the osteoarthritis pain and disability cycle.

including an emotional dimension. We further conclude

At the same time, and with no current universally

that their concerted efforts to harness their collaborative

available means of a cure, and a population that is

and

generally older than that studied to date, and who may be

willingness to routinely assess osteoarthritis sufferers for

unable to utilize pharmacologic interventions safely, it

any associated depressive symptoms or risk thereof, and

appears the role of all possible reversible correlates of this

to

disease, such as depression should not be overlooked.

misperceptions and modifications of any prevailing

In particular, efforts to address the multiple
sources of osteoarthritis pain, plus efforts directed

empathetic

include

communication

incremental

skills

‘corrections’

including

of

a

disease

self-management regimen will reap immense achievable
cost-saving and life affirming benefits.

towards preventing or stabilizing other related health

Equally important is the mindset of the patient

issues, including excess weight gain, may be especially

and significant positive results can be anticipated here by

helpful. Addressing depression and its manifestations

the caregiver who engenders an encouraging rather than a

directly where present may be expected to further help to

negative foreboding disease perspective in light of the

improve the patient’s overall health status, while reducing

profound link between osteoarthritis disability and

the need for dangerous narcotics. Fostering the ability of

emotional health confirmed in current research at all

the older adult to understand the role of negative

disease stages.

emotions on overall wellbeing and to be an active player in
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